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By the end of this session, you should be able to:

• explain the knowledge focus of the new units; 

• identify how the texts within the new units build knowledge towards the unit focus; and

• utilize the ELA Guidebooks curriculum approach to strategically plan for student success 
on LEAP and ACT assessments.

Objectives
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Our Priorities
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Our Beliefs
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ELA Goal
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Agenda

1. Overview of the focus for each new unit

2. Knowledge building through texts

3. Planning for student success on LEAP and ACT assessments
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ELA Guidebooks 9-12 (2020) New Units

Grade 9

• Photojournalism

Grade 10

• Bioethics

Grade 11

• Film In America

Grade 12

• In the Time of the Butterflies
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Photojournalism (9th Grade)

• Development 1 Unit 

• Unit Overview: We will read a collection of famous 
photographs and photo essays paired with a series 
of related literary and informational texts to 
explore the question: What is the weight of an 
image? We will express our understanding 
through an expository essay that examines how a 
photograph or photo essay can be used as a 
catalyst for change.
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Bioethics (10th Grade)

• Development 5 Unit

• Unit Focus: We will view a collection of 
informational films paired with a series 
of informational texts to explore the 
question: How is the treatment of 
mental illness influenced by one or more 
of the principles of bioethics? We will 
express our understanding through an 
argumentative essay that critiques the 
establishment of the bioethical principles 
and their application to mental illness.  
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Film In America (11th Grade)

• Development 4 Unit

• Unit Focus: We will read a series of related 
informational texts, and view full-length 
films, as well as clips and trailers from films 
to explore the question: What is the 
relationship between American film and 
culture? We will express our understanding 
through an explanatory essay that 
examines American film and culture 
through various critical lenses to 
deconstruct the relationship between 
American Film and culture. 
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In the Time of the Butterflies (12th Grade)

• Development 3 Unit

• Unit Focus: We will read In the Time of the 
Butterflies by Julia Alvarez and a series of related 
literary and informational texts to explore the 
question: How can average citizens bring about 
social change? We will express our 
understanding through an essay that analyzes 
how the author uses literary techniques to 
develop a fictionalized version of one of the 
Mirabal sisters and how that character is used to 
communicate a theme about social change.
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Agenda

1. Overview of the focus for each new unit

2. Knowledge building through texts

3. Planning for student success on LEAP and ACT assessments
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Participant Guide

We will use a Participant Guide during this 
section of the session. The Participant Guide 
can be accessed from the Whova app or by 
using the link below. 

https://bit.ly/912NewUnits 

https://bit.ly/912NewUnits
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Building Knowledge with Texts

Text Access Documents

• Found on the unit homepage on the 
Louisiana Curriculum Hub

• Contains:

• List of texts in the unit

• Will be updated this summer to 
include text overviews, analyses, 
and text ratings

https://ldoe-uploads-production.s3.amazonaws.com/release/materials/9D3_UnitTO.pdf
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Exploring the Text Use in the Lessons

Complete step 1 in your participant guide as you 
work with your group to review the texts used in the 
lessons. Make sure you explore the following:

• What knowledge should students gain from 
reading the texts?

• How does the knowledge provided by the texts 
support students in successfully completing the 
culminating task?

• What features of text complexity may be a 
challenge to students?
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Evaluation Plan

• Access the Evaluation Plan for your 
assigned unit

• Review the Evaluation Plan and make 
note of the knowledge required for 
student success for:

• daily lessons

• section diagnostics

• culminating task
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Examining Knowledge Building

Create a poster that provides an overview of how 
knowledge is built with the lessons and texts in your 
unit. Your poster should include the following: 

• Knowledge focus of your unit

• How the texts build knowledge

• The knowledge and skills students need to be 
successful in completing the culminating task

• How lessons and activities build students to be 
successful on the culminating task
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Gallery Walk

We will rotate around the room to view each 
poster. You will have two minutes to review 
each poster and discuss what successes and 
challenges may present themselves when 
teaching this unit.

To ensure we have time to get to each poster, 
please rotate to the next poster when the 
timer sounds.
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Agenda

1. Overview of the focus for each new unit

2. Knowledge building through texts

3. Planning for student success on LEAP and ACT assessments
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Preparing Students for Success

LEAP measures students’ understanding of what 
they read through the following:

• close reading of complex grade-level literary 
and informational texts

• range of texts across multiple disciplines
• tasks that ask students to read texts, answer 

questions, and write using evidence 
• focus on students citing evidence from texts 

when answering questions about a passage 
or passages.

ACT measures students’ understanding of what they 
read by students’ ability to do the following:

• Proficiently read closely
• Reason logically about texts using evidence and 

integrate information from multiple sources
• Study written materials across a range of 

subject areas for a variety of purposes such as:
• identifying cause and effect relationships 

and their impact
• understanding context-dependent words, 

phrases, and statements
• analyzing claims and evidence in 

arguments
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Preparing Students for Success

ELA Guidebooks 9-12 (2020) units prepare students for the demands of LEAP and ACT 
assessments by providing: 

• regular practice with reference guides to improve knowledge and skills required on the 
LEAP and ACT assessments.

• lessons, activities, and assessments that have students express their understanding,  
including using evidence to support their response.

• multiple opportunities for students to engage in close reading.
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Planning for Success

• Use the Unit Planning Tool to unpack the 
unit

• Complete the Lesson Study Protocol.

• Identify the Just-In-Time Supports within 
the lessons and which supports need to be 
added to support your students.

• Identify opportunities to use the optional 
activities to accelerate student learning.
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Reflection

We will use Jamboard to reflect on this 
session. 

Write on your sticky note:

• something you learned in this session

• how it will impact your practice as an 
educator

https://bit.ly/912NewJam 

https://bit.ly/912NewJam


Questions?
elaguidebooks@la.gov 

mailto:elaguidebooks@la.gov

